Long-acting interferon-alpha 2a modified with a trimer-structured polyethylene glycol: preparation, in vitro bioactivity, in vivo stability and pharmacokinetics.
The proper selection of size and shape for polyethylene glycol (PEG) is one of the most important points in PEGylation technology. Therefore, PEGs of various sizes and shapes have been widely developed to endow specific properties. In this study, a unique, trimer-structured, 43 kDa PEG was conjugated to interferon-alpha 2a (IFN) by forming an amide bond to improve the pharmacokinetic properties and minimize the loss of IFN bioactivity. Mono-PEGylated IFN (PEG(3)-IFN) prepared by utilizing this unique PEG was purified and characterized by cation-exchange chromatography and MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. The in vitro bioactivity, in vivo stability, and pharmacokinetics of PEG(3)-IFN were examined and compared to those of native IFN. PEG(3)-IFN exhibited comparable in vitro bioactivities to native IFN and an excellent stability of the conjugation linkage in rat serum and various organs following subcutaneous injection. Furthermore, it showed slow absorption and markedly reduced clearance in rats, thereby increasing the biological half-life by about 40-fold compared to that of native IFN. This is the first report on the application of unique, trimer-structured PEG to bioactive proteins. The results suggest that unique, trimer-structured 43 kDa PEG can provide some advantages to improve the pharmacokinetic properties and to maintain the bioactivity of therapeutic proteins in clinical use.